Five10Twelve Limited
Marlowe Innovation Centre, Marlowe Way
Ramsgate, Kent, CT12 6FA

The Rt Hon Grant Shapps
The Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport
Zone 1/18, Great Minster House
33 Horseferry Road
London SW1P 4DR

BY EMAIL:
transportandworksact@dft.gov.uk
Cc: Rob.Pridham@dft.gov.uk

20 December 2019
Dear Sir

RiverOak Strategic Partners (“the Applicant”)
Proposed Manston Airport Development (“Manston”)
Development Consent Order (“DCO”)

RE: INCONSISTENCIES IN DCO APPLICATION IN TERMS OF SCALE, SIGNIFICANCE AND
ALLEGED BENEFITS OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS AT MANSTON
AIRPORT

During recent CAA focus group meetings, the Applicant has positioned itself with small airports and
a gliding club rather than as a nationally strategic airport (aspirational or otherwise). This is
inconsistent with the DCO application. The Applicant is engaging with a cargo airline (with a fleet of
only 4 aircraft) that had formerly used the airport during its small-scale operations and whose fleet
consists of older and noisier planes than used for the DCO Environmental Statement. The post DCO
Examination new changes will impact Nitrogen Dioxide, Particulate Matter and Sulphur Dioxide
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concentration levels in the AQMA and therefore the development is not consistent with the local
quality action plan (AQAP).
Further, the Applicant’s failure to assess the credible worst case scenario will result in substantial
delays.

THE APPLICANT IS POSITIONING ITS PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT WITH SMALL AIRPORTS
1. As you are aware, the Applicant has applied for a Development Consent Order on the basis
of its claims that the proposed development will qualify as a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project (NSIP).
2. We respectfully draw your attention to the recent Aviation Focus Group meeting held in
Margate on 4 November 2019 by the Applicant and posted on the CAA website on 6
December 2019 (enclosed).
3. As you will be aware the Applicant has not formally submitted its airspace change proposal
and is said to do so in May 2021. This will start the 110 week CAP 1616 process.
4.

The Applicant invited the following small airports and a gliding club to this Aviation Focus
Group meeting: Maypole Airfield, Biggin Hill Airport, Rochester Airport and Kent Gliding
Club1.

5. These are all very small airports devoted to general aviation, specialist aviation and gliding
rather than the type of business the Applicant aspires to undertake in dedicated freight
operations.
6. Due to the former airport's location, the IFP (routes into and out of the airport) should align
with Future Airspace Strategy Implementation - South (FASI(S)) and the London Airspace
Management Programme (LAMP).
7. There are 17 other airports subject to South (FASI(S)) and many of these are airports that
the Applicant made a number of inaccurate statements about in the DCO Examination.
8. The Applicant did not invite these would-be competitor airports - for example Gatwick ,
Heathrow, Stansted - to this Aviation Focus Group despite these airports also being subject
to South (FASI(S)).
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EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THE APPLICANT’S BUSINESS MIX IS INCONSISTENT WITH ITS DCO
APPLICATION AND OPERATIONS OF A NSIP AIR CARGO HB
9. Throughout the DCO examination, the Applicant made numerous claims of interest from
major international airlines, operators and e-commerce businesses. No evidence was
provided at any stage to support the Applicant’s claims of interest from these major carriers
or operators.
10. The only airline that the Applicant invited to the Aviation Focus Group and for whom any
evidence of interest exists was Magma Aviation2, with a total of four aircraft in its fleet.
11. Magma Aviation’s average age fleet is 25.8 Years3.
12. These aircraft are therefore old aircraft.
13. Aircraft are certified to comply with the agreed international noise standard in force at the
time it was manufactured. So older aircraft have less stringent standards than aircraft
manufactured today.
14. Page 48, Table 3.1 of the Updated Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments4
specifically states that the Applicant will “ban older, dirtier aircraft”.
15. The Applicant’s Environmental Statement was predicated on this total ban.
16. The Applicant has not shown any evidence of any cargo airline relocation or locating itself at
Manston Airport (if reopened).
17. Outside of the DCO Examination process the Applicant is inviting and engaging with an
airline operator - Magma Aviation - whose fleet is entirely made up of older aircraft.
18. It is therefore reasonably foreseeable that airline operators with older aircraft are most
likely to use Manston Airport (if reopened).
19. The Applicant clearly has not assessed “likely significant effects” as it stated in the Applicant;

Overall Summary of Case to the UK Planning Inspectorate5 or a “worst credible” scenario in
terms of Environmental impacted as stated to the CAA in the Applicant’s CAA Interface DCO
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https://www.planespotters.net/airline/Magma-Aviation

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004663-Updated%20Register%20of%20Environmental%20Actions%20and%20Commitments.pdf
5

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004668-Applicant's%20Overall%20Summary%20of%20Case.pdf
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Document6 and or even the “worse case scenario for the current DCO application7” as the
Applicant stated at the recent CAA Focus Group meeting.
20. Instead the Applicant presented the Environmental Statement using the best case scenario.
21. The loudest planes are the oldest8.
22. Further, Natural England confirmed in its comments on the Report of the Implications for
European Sites9 that as “the noisiest planes that used to fly from Manston would not be
allowed at the new airport” it can partly “resolve its uncertainty over noise disturbance
impacts on turnstones in Pegwell Bay”.

23. It is of note that Magma Aviation used to fly from Manston and would fall within the
category of ‘noisiest planes that used to fly from Manston’. As such Natural England’s
comment during the DCO Examination was based on inaccurate and/or misleading
information.

OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
24. Two of the planes in Magma Aviation’s fleet of four aircraft, (737-400F), have a runway
requirement of 2,300 metres10.
25. The other two planes (747-400BCF) have a runway requirement of 3,200 metres11.
26. Manston Airport (when open) had only the 29th longest runway in the UK (18th if looking
at currently active runways only)12.
27. Perhaps more crucially Manston Airport’s runway is 2,752 metres (9,030 feet) long. This
means that as “most of the freight booked with Magma Aviation will fly on [Magma Aviation]
exclusively operated B747-400BCF…”13, M
 agma Aviation will not be able to use Manston
6

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-002460-7.5%20-%20CAA%20Interface%20Document.pdf
7
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http://www.airportwatch.org.uk/2013/07/musicians-look-to-clean-up-their-acts/
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https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004583-Natural%20England%20comments%20on%20RIES_1Jul19.pdf
10
https://magma-aviation.com/aircraft-specifications/
11
https://magma-aviation.com/aircraft-specifications/
12
http://www.ukairfields.org.uk/runway-lengths.html
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https://magma-aviation.com/aircraft-specifications/
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Airport for 50% of its services (if relocated to Manston) and it will not be able to use it for
the aircraft used for the largest proportion of its services.
28. Magma Aviation is currently located at Gatwick Airport which has the 4th longest runway
and a runway which at 3,256 metres (10,683 feet) accommodates all of Magma’s Aviation
fleet mix.

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT AND AIR QUALITY
29. The Applicant stated at the CAA Aviation Focus Group meeting that it:
“is looking at between 4-8 movements per hour, and states that there will be a degree of
bunching. There is a possibility of concentration in the morning 8 o’clock period”.
30. As you will be aware the Environmental Statement and impact on Air Quality was modelled
on the basis of:
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a. 2 flights in a half hour period (4 flights an hour)14,
b. No bunching; and
c. No concentration around a particular hour.
31. However, the Applicant post the DCO Examination is stating that there will be:
a. Up to 8 flights per hour15,
b. Bunching16; and
c. Concentrated around a particular hour17.
32. Consequently the potential impacts will be worse than as modelled.
33. These post DCO Examination new changes to flight frequency, landing and take-offs will
impact the Transport Assessment and traffic generation methodology which was assessed
on misleading and/or inaccurate information supplied by the Applicant. These new changes
will impact air quality. The potential impacts will be worse than as modelled. We do not
know if the impact will be minor, moderate or major.
34. In relation to air quality, there are 3 relevant parts of government policy - National Air
Quality Plan, National Air Quality Strategy 2019, Local Air Quality (AQMAs) and Local
Planning System.
35. In relation to air quality, EU Ambient Air Quality Directive 2008/50/EC implemented in the
UK through Air Quality Standards Regulation 2010 imposes duties upon the Secretary of
State to achieve compliance. Compliance was required by 2010 and the UK is currently in
breach of the Directive.
36. As you will be aware, local authorities have a duty under Part IV Environment Act 1995 to
assess whether air quality objectives are being achieved or likely to be achieved.
37. Where objective is not being achieved or likely to be achieved the Local authority must
designate an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA).
38. One of Thanet District Council’s AQMA is High St, St Lawrence18 which is directly under the
proposed flight path with over flying planes at an altitude of some 200-300 feet. This is now
known as the Thanet Urban AQMA19.
14

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004562-Thanet%20District%20Council%20-%20response%20to%20ExQ4%20-%20Manston%20Airport.
pdf
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CAA: Aviation Focus Group Meeting Minutes
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CAA: Aviation Focus Group Meeting Minutes
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https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/aqma/local-authorities?la_id=280
19
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/aqma/local-authorities?la_id=280
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39. As you will be aware under the National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 124
“Planning policies should sustain compliance with and contribute towards EU limit values or
national objectives for pollutants, taking into account the presence of Air Quality Management
Areas and the cumulative impacts on air quality from individual sites in local areas. Planning
decisions should ensure that any new development in Air Quality Management Areas is
consistent with the local air quality action plan. ”
40. The post DCO Examination new changes will impact Nitrogen Dioxide, Particulate Matter
and Sulphur Dioxide concentration levels in the AQMA and therefore the development is not
consistent with the local quality action plan (AQAP).

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT and REFUSED AIRSPACE
41. As you will be aware, we and many others raised concerns throughout the Examination and
in representations after the Examination that the noise contours and information circulated
and used by the Applicant in the DCO Examination was inaccurate.
42. It is of note that one of the invitees to the non-Aviation Focus Group held by the Applicant
on 5 November 2019 states:
“He has been worried about the nature of the support for the regeneration of Manston airport,
as there are many people who are in favour of it, but [he] thinks the m
 ap showing the routes

out of Manston w
 ill create backlash because i t is not what they thought they were getting.

We never had the noise issue before and this will upset local people. He stated that he
understands that you are managing the air traffic levels but this is a significant expansion and
if public support is important then [he] believes that Manston has s tarted off in the wrong
manner. ”

43. The Applicant responds to this concern by stating to the CAA event that the “worst case had
to be assessed in the DCO application…20”.
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44. This is at best misleading and at worst an outright lie, the Applicant has stated in its Overall
Summary of Case to the UK Planning Inspectorate21 at paragraph 11:
“There have been suggestions that the Applicant should have assessed a worst case scenario,
but that is not correct - an Environmental Statement assesses 'likely significant effects' . “
45. We and many others evidenced throughout the Examination and in late representations
that the noise contours provided to the Examining Authority were inaccurate and were
based on a best case scenario using incorrect fleet mixes, new modern planes, incorrect
numbers of Air Traffic Movements, preferred routes etc.
46. As you will be aware, this approach taken by the Applicant means the Environmental
Statement is inaccurate.
47. The Applicant’s CAA Interface Document22 confirmed that the CAA agreed that the
Environmental Statement for the DCO could be used for the CAA Airspace Change process
because the Applicant’s Environmental Statement will be based on a credible worst case
scenario.
48. The Applicant’s actions of assessing the (alleged) likely significant effects means that it is
significantly likely that airspace will be refused or, at best, delayed until an Environmental
Statement based on a credible worst case scenario is provided to the CAA.
49. This will have far reaching implications as to deliverability of the proposed development,
implications to the Report of the Implications for European Sites and the further financial
implications to mitigation costs. Five10Twelve’s commissioned noise contours by the
Environmental Research and Consultancy Department of the Civil Aviation Authority
demonstrated an increase of 174% more properties affected based on the 63 dB LAeq
(Significant Observed Affect Effect Level).
50. It is also of note that Thanet District Councillors opposed to the proposed cargo airport
were not invited23 to the non-Aviation Focus Group or to engage in the design process.
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https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-004668-Applicant's%20Overall%20Summary%20of%20Case.pdf
22

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR020002/TR02000
2-002460-7.5%20-%20CAA%20Interface%20Document.pdf
23
Written evidence of Thanet District Councillors not invited to the non-Aviation Focus group will be
supplied to the CAA. We know of at least 6 Thanet District Councillors who complained directly to the CAA of
their exclusion from this focus group.
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CONCLUSION
The inaccurate Environmental Statement would materially and significantly affect all Interested
Parties’ Statement of Common Grounds including but not limited to Public Health England, Natural
England and Historic England as well as all Local Impact Reports submitted to the ExA pursuant to
Sections 60 Planning Act 200824. The post DCO Examination new changes will impact Nitrogen
Dioxide, Particulate Matter and Sulphur Dioxide concentration levels in the AQMA and therefore the
development is not consistent with the local quality action plan (AQAP). The Applicant’s actions of
assessing only the (alleged) likely significant effects means that it is significantly likely that airspace
will be refused or, at best, delayed until an Environmental Statement based on a credible worst case
scenario is provided to the CAA. This will have far reaching implications to the development and its
deliverability and viability.

Enclosures:
CAA Aviation Focus Group Meeting Minutes
CAA Non-Aviation Focus Group Meeting Minutes
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This further impacts sections 104 and 105 of the Planning Act 2008.
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